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Hayley Okines is similar to no other 13-year-aged schoolgirl. In Old Before My Period, Hayley and her mum, Kerry,
reflect on her unusual life.... Talk about Hayley's enthusiasm as she travels the globe conference her pop heroes Kylie,
Girls Aloud, and Justin Bieber and her sadness as she loses her best friend to the disease at age 11. Now mainly because
she passes the age of 13 - the common life expectancy for a child with progeria - Hayley talks frankly about her hopes
for future years and her pioneering medication trials in America which could unlock the secrets of ageing for everyone.
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Old Before My Time This was okay. It presented adequate information about an illness few people have heard of and also
fewer are proficient in, and hearing a first-hand account from an extremely brave lady and her mother really humanizes
it. Happy and hopeful for Haley.Of all anecdotes related by Hayley and her mom, the ones which stick out the most were
the ones where that they had to deal with the FDA. I got this e-book from a free of charge Amazon download. While they
dragged their foot trying to decide whether or not to approve individual trials, children were getting sicker are dying!
I've never understood this mentality. As far as I have been in a position to find on-series since finishing the publication,
Hayley is still alive and functioning. GOD Bless her, and all the other ailing children worldwide.My only complaint about
the book is that it was apparent that neither Hayley nor her mother have any background on paper. Even with the
assistance of a ghost article writer, it still experienced as though it might have already been an initial, rough draft
looking for significant editing and polishing. She also learned of sunlight Progeria Reunion where all the children in the
world with progeria and their own families were able to meet in the usa every year to share experiences and be with
other children exactly like them. Hayley was created with an incredibly rare condition known as Progeria, which in turn
causes her to age eight times faster compared to the average person.Today, Hayley is approximately 17 years outdated.
She is also very small and frail. With one of these two voices narrating, we're able to find two different sides of the
problem, which is extremely eye-opening. This publication is compiled by both Hayley and her mom, in alternating
chapters, and tells Hayley’s tale from enough time she was born until current (actually 2011, when it was written). Well
written, straight forward and incredibly informative. She was just 13 years old at the time this reserve was written, and
acquired such a confident attitude already." But actually, she was at the mercy of the same diseases as elderly people-
arthritis, joint stiffness, fragile bones, maturing skin, dental complications. She even says that if she received the choice,
she'd still live her lifestyle with this condition because of the possibilities it has afforded her. Yes, she endures a lot of
pain and discomfort, and yes, her life isn’t always normal, but her lifestyle is truly amazing. But I experienced they
experienced they deserved more because of Hayley's progeria. Because these children have the bodies of extremely old
people, they rarely make it into their teenage years. At eighteen weeks, she could keep conversations with adults. From
the time she was a baby, she appeared as if an elderly person, and had the physical symptoms to accompany that,
including things like arthritis. She has lived longer than most people with Progeria have, and I continue to root for her
and her family. She truly is exceptional and admirable. I loved getting to know more about her story through reading this
book. I know they appreciated the help they received. I know some of the issue for me might have been the British slang,
but I also experienced it could have been edited better. it really opened my eyes and I now know very well what is
normally behind the shots and pain that children have with cancer.Anyway, in the event that you enjoy those TV
documentaries about extraordinary people and/or medical issues, like I really do, this book may be best up your alley. In
fact, Hayley provides been filmed for multiple displays herself, and I'll continue following her tale and progress as best I
can. A readable tale about Progeria by people living with it When Kerry Okines became pregnant in 1997, she and her
husband, Tag, looked forward to the typical encounters of raising a child. Within several months of their fresh daughter,
Hayley's, birth, however, they realized that she was not developing normally. She had not been gaining weight, only an
ounce or two between health visitor appointments. It offers a lot of information regarding the symptoms of the disease
and how people deal with it." By the time Hayley was six months old, the Okines were convinced there was a issue. The
doctor's began obtaining concerned around Hayley's first birthday. Following almost a year of screening, the doctors
concluded that Hayley experienced Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrom, a problem that causes children to age group
eight times quicker than normal. I admire the entire family because they are always willing to do anything they are able
to to improve Hayley’s life, while also permitting her to live as regular a life as possible. She knew the brands of colours
and could count to 10. There was no known get rid of and the problem was having a poor effect on Kerry and Mark's
romantic relationship. Due to her Progeria, she has had some amazing experiences in her real life meeting Kylie
Minogue, Steve Irwin, and Justin Bieber. "Kids with progeria die of cardiovascular disease or strokes at the average age
group of thirteen years. I loved comparing Kerry's view of what was occurring with Hayley's perspective of the same
incidents. Her mother wrote, "She certainly seemed very much wiser and even more inquisitive than other 20-month-old
toddlers. They were not married at the time but married later on when Hayley and her more youthful brother and sister



requested they achieve this. At one point she contemplated killing Hayley and committing suicide.' It's effort being a
star. Fascinating and incredible but needed better editing Perhaps you’ve heard of the amazing Hayley Okines, or
possibly you’ve seen her in TV. The Progeria Study Foundation provided information regarding the condition and, perhaps
more importantly, encouraged her to create every minute count instead of fretting about what might or may not happen.
Among the complications faced by the kids with progeria was having people stare at them. Kerry realized that folks
were curious and recommended that instead of staring, ask questions to learn about the problem. Kerry and Mark
decided to go public making use of their story to help educated the public. Hayley teaches you how to live and with
parent's who don't take no for solution she lived until she was 17. That given opportunities that most other children
under no circumstances have-meeting celebrities (like Prince Charles and Justin Bieber), heading on holidays, getting on
tv, getting gifts, etc. Some of the chapters are written by Kerry and some by Hayley. Hayley wrote that she didn't
remember a lot of the factors that occurred to her when she was very young, such as for example some trips, meeting
Prince Charles, and winning awards. The book includes a lot of pictures and is very positive about living with a child who
includes a terminal illness. She was finally able to find other families who had faced the diagnosis and could actually
provide support. Very good book . I understand they had medical expenses but England does offer health coverage and
their journeys to the US were very important to psychological and health factors. She hoped it would help her grow hair
and grow taller. She later required part in another drug test, also effectively. One thing that bothered me about the tale
was Kerry and Tag seemed to feel eligible for having people donate money to finance their holidays. Hayley was among
the kids who 1st tested the drug.A very important factor I will say is certainly that the writing is not the very best.While
Hayley talks a whole lot about the positive experiences that have come along with having Progeria, Kerry, her mother,
discusses a lot of the difficulties, like viewing fellow Progeria children pass away, or trying to decide whether Hayley
should partake in various drug trials to try and prolong her lifestyle." Kerry wrote that there were only 40 other known
instances of progeria on the planet and only 1 other case in the United Kingdom beside Hayley. She notes that she had
plenty of friends in college but "didn't like it if everyone is like, `Hello, Hayley. Kerry noticed little lumps on Hayley's
stomach which the doctor dismissed as "nothing to be worried about. On the whole, it is very positive. When you're
dealing with an illness which has a 100% mortality rate, there's no reason to hold back. I was particularly irritated with
the FDA's attitude in regards to to potential treatments. Amazing!! this book was so great! I still really enjoyed learning
even more about Hayley though, and I don’t think this problem will bother everyone, but I simply wanted to stage it out
and explain why my ranking wasn’t higher. . Because of that, the media is a major part of their lives. Loved the book it
taught me a lot. She'll be missed. ? Very great, interesting read." In 2002, scientists were able to discover the DNA
mutation that caused progeria and began looking for a medication to slow it down if not cure it..First and foremost… girl
has SPUNK and she NEVER lets this disorder get her straight down. As a mother myself, I can't even begin to imagine
what it might be like to understand that one of my kids lived with loss of life sentence which intended with nearly
certainty that they would never emerge from their teenagers. They will die without treatment, and if there's a possibility
that a treatment will prolong existence or lessen symptoms, after that provide them with the treatment! it had been
absolutely wonderful to This book brought me to tears, it had been absolutely wonderful to learn Very interesting book I
must say i enjoyed reading about Hayley and her family and how they handled her progeria. Her parents were so
specialized in her and she acquired therefore many wonderful friends. Superior Dealer Great book, fast delivery, seller
highly recommended. Buy from confidently! A++++ Five Stars This girl is so strong and amazing, i certainly recommend
this read Inspirational read I purchased this publication many years ago when it had been free of charge. I was finally in
a position to read it this summer and it is really amazing, providing insight into both Haley and her mom's journey living
with progeria. Their family members is so strong that it is inspiring. I was truly saddened to hear that Haley passed away
a couple years back. Because of this publication and her contributions to research, she will by no means be forgotten.
She actually is a true angel in heaven.
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